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Abstract
A Novel spark is extends the popular MapReduce model to
efficiently support more types of computations, including
interactive queries and streaming. Nowadays speed is important
in processing huge datasets, as it means the difference between
exploring data interactively and waiting minutes or hours. One
of the main features Spark offers for speed is the ability to run
computations in-memory, but the system is also more efficient
than MapReduce for complex applications running on disk. In
this paper we are facilitate implementation and assure high
performance of spark based algorithms in a complex cloud
computing environment, for a parallel programming model is
used. By incorporating RS data with Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) of spark, all level parallel RS algorithms can
be easily expressed with transformations and actions. And also
to improve the performance Data-intensive multitasking
algorithms and iteration-intensive algorithms were evaluated on
Hadoop YARN framework. By supporting these workloads in
the same engine, Spark makes it easy and inexpensive to
combine different processing types, which is often necessary in
production data analysis pipelines. In addition it reduces the
management burden of maintaining separate tools.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Remote-sensing (RS) knowledge shows vital potential for
users to explore heap of changes in patterns of activities in
the current fast phased world. However, the large volume
of high resolution RS knowledge can not be handled by
one computing node. the speed of knowledge production
has full current processor capacities. the range of RS
knowledge means image process algorithms can not be
created generic for additional analysis. two-faced with such
RS “big data” challenges, use of a parallel programming
model like MapReduce is required for international
analysis. Current work concentrates on special algorithms,
and models demonstrate restricted price in fast the
knowledge-discovering method. Only a few operational
comes involve a way to parallel method large RS
knowledge with generic programming models. Sensible
cases that reveal performance gains on corresponding
platforms are rather scarce to the present finish, we tend to
here answer the essential question of how to design generic
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parallel algorithms which will be expeditiously executed
on candidate platforms for this work.
In nowadays, the development of sensor technology leads
to higher resolution and increasing quantity of the data of
images. These changes mentioned above make traditional
methods of image change detection more and more
inefficient and powerless for larger scale images. In order
to meet the challenge, high performance computing
systems have been attracting more and more interests of
researchers. High Performance Computing (HPC) systems
include cluster and specialized hardware (GPUs and
FPGAs). Several efforts have been made to take advantage
of the HPC systems in image processing and other
applications with large scale data. [1-2] make use of the
extensive computational power of the GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit) to speed up their algorithms. But the
capability of memory in GPU is not large enough for
addressing large scale images, and the programming model
for GPU is complicated usually. [3] uses MPI (Message
Passing Interface ) to transmit message between cluster
nodes to run their algorithm distributed. However, MPI has
a low fault-tolerant performance, and its programming is
also complicated. [4] explores rapid processing methods
and strategies for RS (remote sensing) images based on
Hadoop, an open resource cloud computing framework,
which is deployed on a cluster and automatically schedules
the nodes of the cluster working collaboratively. Hadoop
implements MapReduce, a programming model proposed
by Google for processing and generating large datasets
with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster.
Nevertheless, MapReduce is designed for acyclic data flow
model. Most algorithms for image processing are iterative
models and reuse a working set of data across each
iteration. These two mismatches lead to low performance
when migrate such image processing algorithms to
MapReduce model compared with processing an acyclic
data flow. Spark is designed for the focus on applications,
that reuse a working set of data across multiple parallel
operations, which include two use cases that are inefficient
on MapReduce: iterative jobs and interactive analytics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
Hadoop YARN platform and Apache Spark are briefly
introduced in Section II, after which implementation of a
generic parallel programming model and universal logical
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image partition method are described in Section III. In
Section IV, the experimental environment and results of
the case and algorithms use are introduced, followed with a
discussion in Section V. Finally, conclusion and future
work are introduced in Section VI.

2.

USING SPARK ON HADOOP YARN

Spark need the resources to do the computation and Yarn
manage all the resource (CPU cores and memory) on the
cluster. Understand how Spark communicate with Yarn to
finish all the tasks could help us better analyse the different
Spark problem. Hadoop Yarn has 3 components: Resource
Manager (RM), Application Master (AM) and Node
Manager (NM). Spark on Yarn support 2 deploy mode,
“cluster” and “client”, the only different is your
SparkDriver running inside or outside of a Yarn Container,
cluster mode, which is normally used on the production
system. The code source is base on Spark 2.0. When start a
Spark application by spark-submit command, in
SparkSubmit (1k line size static class), on cluster mode,
the class org.apache.spark.deploy.yarn.Client will be
executed. The first thing is to submit a Yarn application to
Yarn Resource Manager (RM). On more detail, this
include creating, starting a YarnClient object from Apache
Yarn library, and calling its createApplication() method.
With first received GetNewApplicationResponse instance
from Yarn, we check whether the max memory resource
capability is enough for launch the Spark Driver and
Executors. Then it create the ContainerLaunchContext (all
the JVM options are here, also specific the AM executable
class name org. apache. spark. deploy. yarn. Application
Master), and the Application Submission Context (app’s
tags, max attempts, capability required), call submit
Application() of Yarn Client to finally submit the new
application. In the end, waiting for RM to launch the AM
on the first allocated container. In the run() method of AM,
it will start a single Thread (called DriverThread) to
execute the user class specific in — class JVM parameter
(this is the Main class of your Spark application). Spark
application Driver will be initialised in this Thread. A lot
of checks and initialisations will happen when the Spark
Context has be created. The main different with Yarn is in
create Task Scheduler() of Spar Context class, it will return
one instances of Yarn Scheduler and one Yarn Scheduler
Backend. Here the YarnScheduler is very similar to the
Task Scheduler Impl, but the Yarn Scheduler Backend is
the bridge between the Yarn containers and Spark tasks.
Continue inside of AM, AM register itself to Yarn RM
Client, and get back a instance of YarnAllocator. Spark
Yarn RM Client is just a wrapper for the the Yarn’s
AMRM Client to handle the registering and unregistering
the AM with Yarn RM. Once AM got this Yarn Allocator,
first thing is call its allocateResources() method, this will
use Yarn’s AMRM Client to allocate all the containers
(executors) for the first time (all the target Num Executors
are come from the SparkConf). Next major thing is to
launch a ReporterThread which keeping call
allocateResources() and do some sleep. For each container
allocated successfully, in the runAllocatedContainers()
method of Allocator, it will launch one instance of
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ExecutorRunnable to start the Executor in this container.
ExecutorRunnable prepare the container’s command(run
java command for CoarseGrainedExecutorBackend class),
set up the container’s environment, and call
startContainer() of Yarn NMClient to finally start an
Executor in the container. Spark use RM, AM and NM to
start the Driver and Executors in Yarn containers. The
main containers’s handling work is done by YarnAllocator.
Allocator has the status of all the running and failed
Executors, its allocateResources() method will be called by
AM periodically. YarnAllocator also deal with this
PreferredLocalities, handle the completed containers,
keeping update the resource request for RM Manage all the
running containers for a Spark application is a busy job

Fig. 1. Architecture of Spark YARN model.

3. RELATED WORK
A. NaiveBayesModel
Naive Bayes is a simple multiclass classification algorithm
with the assumption of independence between every pair
of features. Naive Bayes can be trained very efficiently.
Within a single pass to the training data, it computes the
conditional probability distribution of each feature given
label, and then it applies Bayes’ theorem to compute the
conditional probability distribution of label given an
observation and use it for prediction.
MLlib supports multinomial naive Bayes and Bernoulli
naive Bayes. These models are typically used for document
classification. Within that context, each observation is a
document and each feature represents a term whose value
is the frequency of the term (in multinomial naive Bayes)
or a zero or one indicating whether the term was found in
the document (in Bernoulli naive Bayes). Feature values
must be nonnegative. The model type is selected with an
optional parameter “multinomial” or “bernoulli” with
“multinomial” as the default. Additive smoothing can be
used by setting the parameter λλ (default to 1.01.0). For
image classification, the input feature vectors are usually
sparse, and sparse vectors should be supplied as input to
take advantage of sparsity. Since the training data is only
used once, it is not necessary to cache it.
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B. SVMModel
The linear SVM is a standard method for large-scale
classification tasks. It is a linear method as described
below in equation, with the loss function in the formulation
given by the hinge loss:
L(w;x,y):=max{0,1−ywTx}
By default, linear SVMs are trained with an L2
regularization. We also support alternative L1
regularization. In this case, the problem becomes a linear
program.
The linear SVMs algorithm outputs an SVM model. Given
a new data point, denoted by xx, the model makes
predictions based on the value of wTxwTx. By the default,
if wTx≥0wTx≥0 then the outcome is positive, and negative
otherwise.
C. RS Datasets
For this experiment, we have taken continuous remote sensor
images from various test drive cars as described below.
Dataset -1Name: Traffic Remote Sensor Images
Size: 130GB
Number of images: 30,249
Image Resolution: 1280 x 960
Dataset -2 Name: Test Drive Remote Sensor Images
No. of Sensors: 6
Full dataset Size: 233GB
Number of images: 7200 per each sensor
Total No. of images: 7200x6=43,200
Image Resolution: 1280 x 960

Fig 2: Sample data for testdata-1

D. Implementation Model
Since RDD can only be created from stable storage such as
HDFS or other RDDs, Spark-based algorithms that process
RS data stored in HDFS suffer the impacts of image
partition scale. Scale is not only related to efficiency in
generating key/value records, but also the scale is highly
correlated with algorithms for implementation and faulttolerant cost recovery. Al the RS images are processed
using spark with RDD. Suppose that the total N megabytes
of RS data are stored in HDFS and the default HDFS block
size is M megabytes, and that the HDFS replication factor
is denoted as factor. Let disk I/O rate be V MB/s, the pixel
numberof a RS image be proportional to the size of the RS
image, and each pixel be I bytes. Suppose that there are H
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hosts and each has C MB/s processing speed. Assuming
scheduling costs are negligible, the total processing time T
for the simplest operations such as inversion of the pixel
digital number can be formulated as following:

where the numerator represents the time required to read
all pixels from HDFS, and the denominator represents the
sum of processing capacities of the underlying hardware.
The two components in the bracket of the numerator
represent time cost to read data, and time cost for
key/value records gener-ation, respectively. As shown in
the above formula, the time cost of key/value records
generation is unrestricted.

4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experiment Environment
The experiment environment consisted of three nodes. We
used 1 Dell PowerEdge inspiron server, with 500 GB disk.
We employed an Oracle Virtual Box 5.0.0 to create three
virtual nodes. To monitor cluster performance, a Ganglia
monitor (core 3.6.0) is used [48]. The first three nodes in
Table I adapt as OS Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS, while the others
adapt Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS. The Hadoop version used is
hadoop-2.4.0. The Spark version is Spark 1.4.0. The Scala
interpreter version is Scala 2.10.4. The JDK version is JDK
1.7.0_45. The cluster is heterogeneous with different
hardware (servers, workstations, and PCs), different
networks (two subnetworks), and different operating
systems (Windows and Linux). Computing nodes having
better performance are configured with less disk space,
while nodes with fewer CPUs are configured with more
storage disks. To optimize the execution of Spark
applications on a Hadoop YARN model, parameters were
tuned according to Cloudera’s Guide [49]. Specifically, we
preserved the necessary memory space for OS and its
daemon services using “yarn. nodemanager. resource.
memory-mb” to limit the amount of physical memory, in
MB, that can be allocated for containers. Also configured
parameters are “yarn.scheduler.minimum-allocation-mb”,
yarn.app.mapreduce.am.resource.mb” which control the
smallest amount of physical memory, in MB, that can be
requested for a container and the physical memory
requirement, in MB, that can be allocated for AMs,
respectively. YARN container were set with at least 2 GB
physical memory. AMs were configured with at least 4 GB
memory by configured the two parameters in “yarnsite.xml” file. Many of parameters were tuned according to
our tens of experiments, we expected that containers with 2
GB memory and AMs with 4 GB memory could satisfy
many data-intensive algorithms. The total usable memory
for applications of thecluster was 150 GB. Other
configurations such as JVM heap size were also
considered. As shown in Table I, daemons of the Hadoop
master the Spark master were running on the same nodes,
with other nodes being used for storage and computing. RS
data were previously uploaded to HDFS. The default block
size of HDFS was 128 MB, and the replication factor
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equaled 3. The heterogeneous cluster was used to simulate
the infrastructure used in data centers which consist of
many commodity PCs.
B. Experiment Design
We have tracked all the time taken by spark for processing
the images to analyze the performance of spark.

Fig 4: Image conversion time for each image

Fig 3: Implementation flow
On average, there were 30 GB of memory used for caching
data in the whole procedure. There were at most 40 GB of
memory used to cache intermediate data. The results
demonstrated that 20%–26% of memory would be used to
cache data (30/150GB =0.2,40GB/150GB = 0.26). Nearly
46% of memory would be employed to cache data and
execute tasks (70 GB/150 GB = 0.513). This is why many
tasks completed in milliseconds as shown in Table III. The
load/process footprints showed that even the data-intensive
algorithms FVC cannot exceed the entire cluster
computing capacity. An interesting phenomenon appeared
in the procedure of FVC calculation. From time 0:00 to
1:00, there would be an obvious wave peak, while in the
rest of time, there would be a wave trough as shown in Fig.
6. The wave peak indicated that there would be many data
caching and shuffle operations occur-ring before actual RS
indices calculating stages. The wave trough reflected that
the calculating stages would be locally exe-cuted with
limited network communication as shown in Fig. 7. The
results showed that Spark-based algorithms employ
distributed memory to cache data and have constrained
networking communication.All of above results show that
the strip-oriented parallel programming method is suitable for
data-intensive multitasking RS algorithms. Even when the
volume of RS data exceeds the size of usable cluster memory,
algorithms can obtain perform gains
Efficiency of resizing the images:
We designed a Spark algorithmthat changed pixel digital
numbers and count numbers of strips of images. On a
Spark standalone model, the algorithm took 150
milliseconds to modify each pixel of 1280X960 strips from
150 GB images, while 30,249 were taken to modify each
pixel of 30,24,500 strips from 130 GB images, and 150 s
were spent to modify each pixel of 4,56,000 strips from
130 GB images.
Volume 6, Issue 5, September – October 2017

We implemented two algorithms, using spark on YARN
model. Supposing an image has N rows and M columns,
and each row is small enough to fit in memory. The three
filtering primitives are used to obtain three RDDs that
represent 0 to N-2 rows of the image represented as RDD1,
1 to N-1 rows of the image represented as RDD2 and 2 to
N rows of the image represented as RDD3, respectively.
Before applying two joining transformation primitives, two
mapping transformation would be applied on RDD2 and
RDD3 to change their row numbers to 0 to N-2. Rows that
have the same keys are then joined togetherusing two
joining primitives so that the final RDD can be used to
parallel apply Sobel functions on multiple rows need.
Although the implementation is not take consideration of
edge effect, the example shows that Strip parallelization
can tackle the type of parallel. Even when processing a 30
MB image, it took nearly 5s.as shown in above image.
In the below image, 34MB image is processed in SPARK
on YARN model just 10secods so Spark on YARN model
gives very good resuls as it is an in-memory processing.
“WholeFileInputFormat,” frequently used in image
processing, introduces a zero partition policy [14].
Therefore, only one mapper instance will be generated to
first read all image data and to then process each image in
single node. Thus, it is much more inefficient as expected.
The “Spark local [200]” model here exhibited a compelling
advantage over MapReduce. This model is similar to a
multiple-threads model, in which the Spark master and
Spark executors are all in one machine. Although it is not
reasonable to compare MapReduce with this model, the
results show obvious performance gains when it is
performed with YARN.

Fig 5: Image processing in YARN
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5.

DISCUSSION

To coordinate preparing and investigation of expansive
scale RS information, we utilized the in-memory
computing system known as Apache Spark in this paper.
As is known. Notwithstanding, programming against the
extraordinary equipment requires countless particular
procedures to unequivocally exchange information
between the PCI gadgets. Message passing interface (MPI)
and CUDA libraries are generally embraced in RS
calculations to advance their proficiency. Furthermore,
applying the programming strategy is fairly troublesome
and requires very much planned booking calculations to
adjust workloads amongst CPU and GPU [65]. In this way,
the programming model is not appropriate for coordinating
preparing and examination of substantial scale RS
information. Spark based RS calculations utilize abnormal
state programming model and would be effortlessly
executed as presented early. Since spark uses RDDs to
speak to information apportioned crosswise over circulated
hubs, change capacities are equipped for being serialized to
every hub and executed locally. In this way, the cost of
express information exchanges of extensive information
obstructs between handling units is dispensed with. The
Spark engine has hidden much booking and blame handler
detail as well. Therefore, researchers can focus on
algorithmic rationale instead of low-level correspondence
control advancements and assignment planning. Hadoop
has turned into the most broadly utilized stage for
circulated capacity and parallel handling expansive
volumes of information. One of its successors, Hadoop
YARN, can powerfully rent holders to structures with high
unwavering quality and adaptation to non-critical failure
limit, and is generally utilized as a part of distributed
computing situations. This intense stage for information
operations was likewise utilized as a part of this work.
Other surely understood GCP likewise adjust
administrations situated models for concealing the
assortment of processing hubs. Be that as it may, Hadoop
YARN use virtualization advancements as opposed to web
administrations to this end. YARN compartments are an
on-request registering asset and information put away in
HDFS that can be parallel handled with MapReduce
programming model. In this way, it might be more
possible. In any case, the effectiveness of MapReducebased RS calculations is very corresponded with all around
outlined intelligent pictures parcel, which tormented both
programming issues and I/O issues.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a novel spark on hadoop yarn
framework based in-memory parallel processing model for
integrated processing and analysis of large-scale RS data
using Spark on a Hadoop YARN platform.By using strip
reflection of RS data and Spark RDDs, all-level RS
parallel calculations can be communicated independently
of the assortment of picture designs and proficiently
executed in a heterogeneous distributed computing
condition. RS calculations can be parallelized with
mapping, joining, and sifting primitives and P2P-based
communicate factors. Our analyses demonstrate that
Volume 6, Issue 5, September – October 2017
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Spark-based RS calculations can productively process vast
scale volume of RS data notwithstanding when data
volume surpasses memory limit. It was conceivable to
process 45 million pixels in 1 s on a little heterogeneous
group. Applying complex changes on the greater part a
terabyte of RS data finished in a couple of hours. Sharing
an expansive volume of data in multitasking RS
calculations has restricted effect on the productivity of
Spark-based RS calculations. Almost 51.3% memory
would be utilized to store data and execute errands, and
close to 3% mistakes would happen in data serious
calculation stages. Spark-based RS calculations can
perform productively, and picture sizes have constrained
effect on them. data concentrated unpredictable parallel
calculations can be more strong and productive if given
more YARN compartments. Contrasted and Spark on
Mesos demonstrate, Spark on YARN model can be 1.7×
quicker for both joining-escalated and iterative-serious RS
calculations. The strip-situated programming empowers
RS pictures being mapped to dispersed vectors and, in this
manner, parallel RS calculations in light of the model can
flawlessly incorporate with Spark MLlib. Besides, they can
be effectively transplant to other YARN groups with no
alteration for intercluster preparing RS enormous data..
Our future work will focus on optimizing a global cache
for Apache Spark and on deep learning from massive RS
data for estimation of vehicle accidents prediction based on
remote sensor image processing.
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